ONE FLIGHT DOWN

Slow Gospel

Words and Music by JESSE HARRIS

Original key: Dmaj. This edition has been transposed up one half-step to be more playable.
low, and your mind just picked up on the sound...

Now you know that you're wrong, because it drifts like smoke and it's been there playing all along. Now you know...
Now you know.
The reeds and brass have been weaving,
leading into a single note.
In this place where your arms un
A7sus  A7  D  D♯dim7
fold, here at last you see your ancient

Em7  A7  D  A7sus  A7  D  D/C♯
face. Now you know. Now you know.

D/C  Bm7  Gm6/B♭  A7
The cadence rolls in, broken,

D/C  Bm7  Gm6/B♭
plays it over and then goes.
One flight down, there's a song on low,
and it's been there playin' all along.

Now you know, now you know.